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A Kernel Approach for Semisupervised
Metric Learning

Dit-Yan Yeung, Member, IEEE, and Hong Chang

Abstract—While distance function learning for supervised
learning tasks has a long history, extending it to learning tasks
with weaker supervisory information has only been studied
recently. In particular, some methods have been proposed for
semisupervised metric learning based on pairwise similarity or
dissimilarity information. In this paper, we propose a kernel
approach for semisupervised metric learning and present in detail
two special cases of this kernel approach. The metric learning
problem is thus formulated as an optimization problem for kernel
learning. An attractive property of the optimization problem
is that it is convex and, hence, has no local optima. While a
closed-form solution exists for the first special case, the second
case is solved using an iterative majorization procedure to estimate
the optimal solution asymptotically. Experimental results based
on both synthetic and real-world data show that this new kernel
approach is promising for nonlinear metric learning.

Index Terms—Clustering, kernel learning, metric learning,
semisupervised learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

DISTANCE functions or dissimilarity measures are central
to many models and algorithms in machine learning,

pattern recognition, and computer vision [14], [16], [28], [32].
Some common examples are nearest neighbor classifiers, radial
basis function (RBF) networks, and support vector machines
for classification (or supervised learning) tasks and the -means
algorithm for clustering (or unsupervised learning) tasks. The
performance of these methods often depends critically on the
choice of an appropriate distance function. Instead of pre-
defining a distance function based on prior knowledge about
the application at hand, a more appealing approach is to learn
an appropriate distance function, possibly starting from some
initial choice, based on supervisory information available about
the application.

A. Distance Function Learning for Supervised Learning

For supervised learning applications such as classification
and regression tasks, one can easily formulate the distance
function learning problem as a well-defined optimization
problem based on the supervisory information available in
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the training data. This approach has been pursued by many
researchers. Early work taking this approach includes various
metric learning methods for nearest neighbor classifiers, e.g.,
[18], [19], and [38]. More recent work includes [12], [13], [15],
[17], [20], [21], [26], and [30].

B. Distance Function Learning for Other Learning Problems

It is natural to ask if distance function learning can also
be applied to more difficult learning tasks. More specifically,
we want to consider unsupervised learning applications such
as clustering, dimensionality reduction, density estimation,
and novelty detection. Unfortunately, under the unsupervised
learning setting, the distance function learning problems are
ill-posed with no well-defined optimization criteria. For ex-
ample, using the same clustering algorithm (e.g., -means)
with different distance measures generally leads to different
clustering results, but, without class label information, there
is no ground truth against which different clustering results
can be compared to make a choice. As an another example in
the context of dimensionality reduction using methods such
as principal component analysis (PCA) [23], a special form of
distance learning which simply reweighs the features may end
up turning a relevant dimension into irrelevant one and vice
versa. Again, there does not exist any optimality criterion for
us to formulate a well-defined optimization problem.

A more sensible territory to explore is the class of semisuper-
vised learning problems [35]. Typically, in addition to the usu-
ally large quantity of unlabeled data, limited additional knowl-
edge is also available to provide supervisory information that
can be utilized for distance function learning. The supervisory
information may be in the form of labeled data, which are typi-
cally limited in quantity. Strictly speaking, such problems may
also be regarded as supervised learning tasks with only limited
labeled data. For such problems, the classification accuracy can
usually be improved with the aid of additional unlabeled data.
Some methods that adopt this approach include [3], [39], and
[48].

An arguably more challenging setting is when the supervi-
sory information is given in a weaker form in terms of pairwise
similarity or dissimilarity information. Very often, the pairwise
information simply states whether two examples belong to the
same class or different classes.1 Wagstaff et al. [43], [44] first
used such pairwise constraints for semisupervised clustering
tasks by modifying the standard -means clustering algorithm

1In principle, it is possible to incorporate pairwise information that quantifies
the degree of similarity or dissimilarity as well as to provide more informative
knowledge for distance function learning. The pairwise side information can
be seen as part of the dissimilarity matrix in multidimensional scaling (MDS)
problems.
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to take into account pairwise similarity and dissimilarity. Ex-
tensions have also been made to model-based clustering based
on the expectation–maximization (EM) algorithm for Gaussian
mixture models [27], [37]. However, no distance function is ex-
plicitly learned in these methods. Some methods have been pro-
posed for learning global Mahalanobis metrics and related dis-
tance functions from pairwise information [2], [4], [22], [33],
[36], [45]. Xing et al. [45] proposed using pairwise constraints
in a novel way to learn a global Mahalanobis metric before per-
forming clustering with the constraints. Instead of using an iter-
ative algorithm as in [45], Bar–Hillel et al. [2] devised a more
efficient, noniterative algorithm called relevant component anal-
ysis (RCA) for learning a global Mahalanobis metric. We pro-
posed a simple extension to RCA that allows both similarity and
dissimilarity constraints to be incorporated [47]. Schultz and
Joachims [33] made use of a different type of pairwise infor-
mation which compares the pairwise constraints between two
pairs of examples. More specifically, each relational constraint
states that example A is closer to B than A is to C. Another dis-
tance function learning method is called DistBoost [22], which
is based on boosting by incorporating pairwise constraints to
learn a nonmetric distance function. However, the distance func-
tions learned by these methods are either nonmetric or globally
linear metrics. In [6], we generalized the globally linear met-
rics to a new metric that is linear locally but nonlinear globally.
However, the criterion function of the optimization problem has
local optima and the topology cannot be preserved well during
metric learning.

C. Organization of the Paper

Along the same direction pursued in our previous work [6] to
devise nonlinear extensions of linear metric learning methods,
we propose in this paper a kernel approach for the learning
of distance metrics based on pairwise similarity information.
This essentially formulates metric learning as a kernel learning
problem [1], [5], [10], [11], [24], [25], [29], [34], [40]–[42],
[46], [49]–[51].

In Section II, we present a general kernel-based approach for
the metric learning problem and then provide details of the op-
timization problems for two special cases. Section III presents
some experiments based on both synthetic and real-world data
to compare our kernel-based metric learning methods with some
other methods. Finally, we give some concluding remarks in
Section IV.

II. OUR KERNEL-BASED METRIC LEARNING APPROACH

Let denote points in the input space .
Suppose we use a kernel function , such as RBF kernel or
polynomial kernel, which induces a nonlinear mapping from

to some feature space . The images of the points in
are and the corresponding kernel matrix

, where
.

Since the kernel matrix is symmetric and positive semidef-
inite, we can perform eigendecomposition on to express it as

(1)

where denote the positive eigen-
values of and are the corresponding normalized
eigenvectors.2 Note that (1) may also be expressed as

(2)

where are rank-one matrices. Using
these base kernel matrices, we can define a parameterized family

of kernel matrices as

(3)

where denotes coefficients and is an
matrix. It is easy to show that all matrices in the family

are symmetric and positive semidefinite and, hence, the corre-
sponding kernel functions are Mercer kernels or reproducing
kernels [32]. While the use of for defining a class of spec-
tral variants of is commonly found in other kernel learning
work [5], [11], [25], [41], [50], we are not aware of other work
that uses for this purpose.

In Sections II-A and II-B, we consider kernel-based metric
learning based on two special cases of the form in (3). The su-
pervisory information available for metric learning is expressed
as a set of point pairs and are similar ,
which represents the pairwise similarity constraints. Note that
the initial kernel matrix is constructed from all data points
regardless of whether they are involved in the supervisory infor-
mation (pairwise constraints), and influences the final kernel
matrix learned. Thus, the kernel-based metric learning
problem belongs to the semisupervised learning paradigm.

To facilitate our subsequent derivation, let us define indicator
vectors where is the th column of the
identity matrix. The th entry of can then be expressed
as

(4)

A. Case 1: Learning Only

We first consider a special case which fixes to the identity
matrix and learns the coefficients only. Hence, we have

(5)

2In practice, instead of choosing p to be the rank ofK, we usually approxi-
mateK by discarding those eigenvectors whose corresponding eigenvalues are
very small in value.
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Let denote the points in the feature
space induced by . Based on the set of pairwise similarity
constraints , we define the following criterion function:

(6)

which is the total squared Euclidean distance between feature
vectors in corresponding to point pairs in . The criterion
function can be rewritten as

(7)

where

(8)

and

(9)

To prevent from degenerating to the zero vector , we min-
imize the convex function subject to the linear constraint

for some constant .3 The linear constraint
eliminates the scale factor in the criterion function. This is a
constrained optimization problem with an equality constraint,
which can be solved by introducing a Lagrange multiplier to
minimize the following Lagrangian:

(10)

We then compute the partial derivatives

(11)

(12)

Setting and , we can obtain the optimal
value of as

(13)

3Bousquet and Herrmann [5] and Lanckriet et al. [25] set Tr(K ) = c as
constraint which is equivalent to ��� ��� = c. However, we use a constraint that is
linear in ��� so that the constrained optimization problem will not lead to a value
of 0 for ���.

The constant in the constraint is set to . Since is
a diagonal matrix, exists as long as all the diagonal entries
are nonzero.

B. Case 2: Learning Only

As another special case, we fix the coefficients and learn
only. Specifically, we set . Hence

(14)

A major advantage of this method is that no eigendecomposition
of is needed.

Based on , we define the following criterion:

(15)
where denotes the Euclidean distance between
and in the feature space induced by , with its depen-
dency on explicitly shown.

Unlike the previous case which learns relatively few parame-
ters in the -dimensional vector , here we need to learn all the
entries of the matrix where is typically much larger
than . To impose stronger capacity control to restrict the search
space, we introduce a regularization term to constrain the degree
of transformation that can bring about. While minimizing the
term tends to pull the points together, the regularization
term tries to go against this trend by limiting the degree of defor-
mation from the initial positions of the feature vectors. Specifi-
cally, the regularization term is as follows:

(16)

where
is the initial Euclidean distance between and be-
fore metric learning, and is a Gaussian function with

for some parameter that spec-
ifies the spread of the Gaussian window. The squared term pe-
nalizes deviation from the original interpoint distance and
the Gaussian weight regulates the degree of penalty by taking
into consideration the magnitude of . This form of the reg-
ularization term is similar to that used in locally linear metric
adaptation (LLMA) [6].

Metric learning is formulated as an unconstrained optimiza-
tion problem by minimizing

(17)

where is a regularization parameter that adjusts the rela-
tive strength of the regularization term.

Let be defined such that if
and 0, otherwise. We can rewrite as

(18)
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where

(19)

(20)

and is a term that does not depend on . Hence, the op-
timal value of that minimizes also minimizes

. As we can see from (21),
is quadratic in and . Since

is linear in and the norm function is convex,
we can conclude that is convex in . By incorporating
(18), we know that and are also convex in . As
in [6], we use the method of iterative majorization to find the
optimal value of . This method is guaranteed to find the op-
timal solution asymptotically since the criterion function
is convex.

Note that

(21)

so . Similarly, we define
. From the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality, we

have

(22)

Expanding gives

(23)
The first term on the right-hand side of (23) can be rewritten as

(24)

where

(25)

The second term on the right-hand side of (23) may be
rewritten as the sum of two terms and

, with representing the set of all
point pairs for which and the set of all
point pairs for which . For , by
(22), we have

(26)

For , since , , and , we
have

(27)

Combining (26) and (27), the second term on the right-hand side
of (23) can be expressed as the following:

(28)

where

(29)

(30)

From (23), (24), and (28), we can obtain an upper bound on
as

(31)

Note that the equality holds, i.e., , when
. In the method of iterative majorization, is called

the majorized function and is called the majorizing
function. By setting the partial derivative to
a zero matrix of the same dimension as , we can see that the
optimal value of that minimizes should satisfy

(32)

or

(33)

where is the pseudoinverse of . Thus, we can use an iter-
ative procedure based on the following update equation to esti-
mate the optimal value of in a stepwise manner:

(34)

where denotes the estimate at step .
The iterative majorization procedure can be summarized as

the following steps:
1) , ;
2) , compute ;
3) if converged, then stop. Otherwise, repeat from step 2).
Note that decreases over time monotonically

since
.
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Fig. 1. Comparison of different metric learning methods on the XOR data set. (a) Original data set with two classes; and the data set after applying (b) RCA;
(c) LLMA; (d) kernel-���; and (e) kernel-A.

III. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we describe some experiments we have per-
formed based on both synthetic and real-world data to compare
our kernel-based metric learning methods with some previous
methods. We measure the effectiveness of a metric learning
scheme indirectly by how much it can improve the clustering
results in semisupervised clustering tasks with pairwise simi-
larity constraints.

A. Experimental Setup

We compare the two kernel-based metric learning methods
described in Sections II with some previous methods. The
first method is RCA [2] which performs globally linear trans-
formation in the input space. The RCA algorithm performs
whitening transformation on the data set, which assigns lower
weights to the “irrelevant” directions in the original feature
space. The second method, called metric pairwise constrained

-means (MPCK-means) , unifies metric learning and pair-
wise constraints [4].4 As in their experiments, a single metric
parameterized by a diagonal matrix for all clusters is learned
during -means clustering. Since their method can make use
of both similarity and dissimilarity information, we perform
experiments in two different settings, without or with dissimi-
larity constraints. The number of dissimilarity constraints used
by MPCK-means- is set to be the same as the number of
similarity constraints. Another method is LLMA [6] which is
more general in that it is linear locally but nonlinear globally.
We also use the Euclidean distance without metric learning
for baseline comparison. Since both RCA and LLMA make
use of pairwise similarity constraints only, we also use such
supervisory information only for our methods. In summary, the
following seven distance measures for the -means clustering

4The Java code for MPCK-means was obtained from the authors of [4].

algorithm are included in our comparative study (the short
forms inside brackets will be used subsequently):

1) -means without metric learning (Euclidean);
2) -means with RCA for metric learning (RCA);
3) metric pairwise constrained -means using similarity con-

straints (MPCK-means- );
4) metric pairwise constrained -means using both similarity

and dissimilarity constraints (MPCK-means- );
5) -means with LLMA for metric learning (LLMA);
6) -means with our kernel-based metric learning method

based on learning (kernel- );
7) -means with our kernel-based metric learning method

based on learning (kernel- ).
We use RBF kernel for the initial kernel for our kernel-based
metric learning methods. As in [2], [6], and [45], we use the
rand index [31] as the clustering performance measure. The rand
index reflects the agreement of the clustering result with the
ground truth. Let be the number of pattern pairs that are as-
signed to the same cluster (i.e., matched pairs) in both the resul-
tant partition and the ground truth, and be the number of pat-
tern pairs that are assigned to different clusters (i.e., mismatched
pairs) in both the resultant partition and the ground truth. The
rand index is defined as the ratio of to the total number
of pattern pairs, i.e., . When there are more than two
clusters, however, the standard rand index will favor assigning
patterns to different clusters. We modify the rand index as in
[45], so that matched pairs and mismatched pairs are assigned
weights to give them equal chance of occurrence (0.5). For each
data set, we randomly generate 20 different sets to provide
pairwise similarity constraints. In addition, for each set, we
perform 20 runs of -means with different random initializa-
tions and report the average rand index over the 20 runs.

The two parameters used in our kernel-based metric learning
methods are easy to set based on their physical meanings. As
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Fig. 2. Comparison of different metric learning methods on the two-moon data set. (a) Original data set with two classes; and the data set after applying (b) RCA;
(c) LLMA; (d) kernel-���; and (e) kernel-A.

Fig. 3. Semisupervised clustering results: (a) XOR data set, and (b) two-moon data set. The seven clustering algorithms (numbered in Section III-A) are as follows:
1) Euclidean, 2) RCA, 3) MPCK-means-S , 4) MPCK-means-SD, 5) LLMA, 6) kernel-���, and 7) kernel-A.

for the Gaussian window parameter used in the regularization
term (16), we make it depend on the average squared Euclidean
distance between all point pairs in the feature space:

,
where represents the mean value of the elements in and

is set to be the same for all data sets. The regularization
parameter in the kernel- method (17) is set to in our
experiments.

B. Experiments on Synthetic Data

We first perform some experiments on the XOR data set, as
shown in Fig. 1(a). Data points shown with the same point style
and color belong to the same class. Point pairs in are con-
nected by solid lines. Both RCA and LLMA perform metric
learning directly in the input space. The transformed data set
using RCA and LLMA is shown in Fig. 1(b) and (c), respec-
tively. For our kernel-based methods, there is no need to embed
the points in the feature space first before performing clustering.
However, for the sake of visualization, we apply kernel PCA

based on the learned kernel matrix to embed the points in a
two-dimensional (2-D) space, as shown in Fig. 1(d) and (e). Ob-
viously, RCA, which performs globally linear metric learning,
cannot give satisfactory result. The performance of LLMA is
significantly better, although some points from the two classes
are quite close to each other. On the other hand, our kernel-based
methods can not only group the data points according to their
class but can also preserve the topology of the points inside clus-
ters.

We also try the two-moon data set which is commonly used
in some recent semisupervised learning research. However, the
difference is that we do not exploit the underlying manifold
structure here. Instead, only some limited pairwise similarity
constraints are provided. The results in Fig. 2 again show that
the kernel-based methods can give promising results.

We further perform some semisupervised clustering experi-
ments on the XOR and two-moon data sets. We also include the
clustering results of MPCK-means- and MPCK-means-
for comparison. The results are shown in Fig. 3. For each trial,
ten-point pairs are randomly selected to form .
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Fig. 4. Clustering results for six UCI data sets. The seven clustering algorithms (numbered in Section III-A) are as follows: 1) Euclidean, 2) RCA, 3) MPCK-
means-S , 4) MPCK-means-SD, 5) LLMA, 6) kernel-���, and 7) kernel-A. (a) Soybean. (b) Protein. (c) Wine. (d) Ionosphere. (e) Boston housing. (f) Breast cancer.

TABLE I
SIX UCI DATA SETS USED IN THE EXPERIMENTS

C. Experiments on UCI Data

We perform more semisupervised clustering experiments on
six real-world data sets from the University of California at
Irvine (UCI) Machine Learning Repository. Table I shows some
characteristics of the data sets. The number of data points , the
number of features , the number of clusters , and the number
of randomly selected point pairs are shown for each data set
in Table I.

Fig. 4 shows the clustering results based on -means using
different distance measures as numbered in Section III-A. The

-means algorithm with RCA for metric learning can sometimes
improve the clustering results without metric learning. However,
MPCK-means, LLMA and our kernel-based methods generally
outperform RCA. For more accurate comparison, we perform
paired -test with significance level 0.05 to statistically evaluate
which result is better. The comparison results are summarized
in Table II. We use to indicate that the clustering results of the
two methods are not significantly different for the given confi-
dence level, and to indicate that the mean of the rand index
values of the latter method is statistically higher than that of the
former one. From the paired -test results, we can conclude with
a 95% confidence level that the kernel-based methods gener-
ally outperform MPCK-means and are comparable with or even

better than LLMA. Here, we use MPCK-means to represent the
better clustering results between Algorithms 3 and 4 (without
and with dissimilarity constraints). As we can see from Fig. 4,
the MPCK-means method with dissimilarity constraints incor-
porated cannot always improve the clustering results.

D. Experiments on MNIST Digits

We further perform some experiments on handwritten digits
from the MNIST database.5 The digits in the database have
been size-normalized and centered to 28 28 gray-level im-
ages. Hence, the dimensionality of the input space is 784. In our
experiments, we randomly choose 1000 images for each digit
from a total of 60 000 digit images in the MNIST training set.
We randomly select 50 similarity constraints to form an set.
Table III shows the results of different clustering algorithms for
three-digit subsets. For each algorithm, we show the mean rand
index (upper) and standard deviation (lower) over ten random
runs corresponding to different sets. From the results, we can
see that the metric learned by our kernel-based methods gives
the best clustering results.

While the kernel- algorithm is efficient due to its
closed-form solution, the optimization problem defined for
the kernel- algorithm is solved in an iterative manner. In our
experiments, we use the maximum number of iterations (two for
all data sets) as the stopping criterion for the iterative majoriza-
tion procedure in the kernel- algorithm. Fast convergence is
observed in all cases and, hence, the number of iterations can be
set to a very small number. In general, our kernel-based metric
learning methods are slower than the global metric learning
methods (RCA and MPCK-means) but are significantly faster
than the nonlinear metric learning method (LLMA).

5http://yann.lecun.com/exdb/mnist/
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TABLE II
PAIRED t-TEST FOR STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF THE CLUSTERING RESULTS

TABLE III
CLUSTERING RESULTS FOR MNIST DATA SETS

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have proposed two kernel-based metric learning methods
and demonstrated their promising performance over some ex-
isting linear and nonlinear methods. While the two kernel-based
metric learning methods are quite effective, they do have some
limitations. For the kernel- method, the limitation is its need
for performing eigendecomposition of the kernel matrix ,
which may lead to high computational demand when is
large. For the kernel- method, it is not necessary to do
eigencomposition of . However, learning involves more
parameters, which require stronger bias when the supervisory
information is limited. One possible extension is to consider a
smaller, nonsquare matrix which essentially represents the

points by a smaller set of points. An interesting direction to
explore is to devise a general scheme for learning both and

simultaneously. As another direction, we will incorporate
dissimilarity constraints into the methods to further improve
the metric learning performance. Moreover, we will explore
the application of the proposed methods to other real-world
problems such as content-based image retrieval [7]–[9].
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